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Abstract— In this brief, a novel local descriptor, named local
binary count (LBC), is proposed for rotation invariant texture
classification. The proposed LBC can extract the local binary
grayscale difference information, and totally abandon the local
binary structural information. Although the LBC codes do not
represent visual microstructure, the statistics of LBC features can
represent the local texture effectively. In addition, a completed
LBC (CLBC) is also proposed to enhance the performance of
texture classification. Experimental results obtained from three
databases demonstrate that the proposed CLBC can achieve
comparable accurate classification rates with completed local
binary pattern.

Index Terms— Local binary pattern (LBP), local binary count
(LBC), rotation invariance, texture classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Texture classification is very useful in many applications, such as
remote sensing, biomedical image analysis, image recognition and
retrieval. Thus, it is an important issue in image processing and
computer vision. Generally, texture images captured in the real world
may have obvious orientation variations. Rotation invariant texture
analysis is therefore immensely needed from both the practical and
theoretical viewpoints.

So far, many approaches have been proposed to achieve rotation
invariance for texture classification which can be broadly divided into
two categories, i.e., statistical methods and model based methods,
respectively. In statistical methods, texture is generally described by
the statistics of selected features, e.g., invariant histogram, texture
elements, and micro-structures. Davis et al [1] exploited polarograms
and generalized co-occurrence matrices to obtain rotation invariant
statistical features. Duvernoy et al [2] proposed Fourier descriptors
to extract the rotation invariant texture feature on the spectrum
domain. Goyal et al [3] proposed a method by using texel property
histogram. Eichmann et al [4] presented texture descriptors based
on line structures extracted by Hough transform. In model based
methods, texture is usually presented as a probability model or as
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a linear combination of a set of basis functions. Kashyap et al [5]
developed a circular simultaneous autoregressive (CSAR) model for
rotation invariant texture classification. Cohen et al [6] characterized
texture as Gaussian Markov random fields and used the maximum
likelihood to estimate rotation angles. Chen and Kundu [7] addressed
rotation invariant by using multichannel sub-bands decomposition and
hidden Markov model (HMM). Porter et al [8] exploited the wavelet
transform for rotation invariant texture classification by using the
Daubechies four-tap wavelet filter coefficients.

Although these aforementioned methods are proven to be rotation
invariant, they are not very robust to variances of illumination. In [9],
Ojala et al proposed an efficient method, namely Local Binary Pattern
(LBP), for rotation invariant texture classification. As shown in Fig. 1,
the algorithm of LBP contains two main steps, i.e., thresholding step
and encoding step. In the thresholding step, the values of neighbor
pixels are turned to binary values (0 or 1) by comparing them with
the central pixel. Obviously, the local binary grayscale difference
information is extracted in the thresholding step. In the encoding step,
the binary numbers are encoded to characterize a structural pattern,
and then the code is transformed into decimal number. Aiming
at achieving rotation invariance, Ojala proposed rotation invariant
uniform LBP (LBPriu2), in which only rotation invariant uniform
local binary patterns were selected. It was believed that LBP is an
excellent measure of the spatial structure of local image texture since
it can effectively detect micro-structures (e.g., edges, lines, spots)
information.

Since Ojala’s work [9], a lot of variants of the LBP for rotation
invariant texture classification have been proposed, some of which
were focused on how to extract more discriminative patterns.
For example, Heikkila et al [10] proposed center-symmetric
LBP (CS-LBP) by comparing center-symmetric pairs of pixels
instead of comparing neighbors with central pixels. Liao et al [11]
presented Dominant LBP (DLBP), in which dominant patterns were
experimentally chosen from all rotation invariant patterns. Others
tried to further explore the contrast information. For example, Tan
and Triggs [12] proposed the method of Local Ternary Pattern
(LTP), which extends original LBP to 3-valued codes. Recently,
Guo et al [13] proposed the completed LBP (CLBP) by combining
the conventional LBP with the measures of local intensity difference
and central gray level. Khellah [14] presented a new method for
texture classification, which combines Dominant Neighborhood
Structure (DNS) and traditional LBP. It should be noticed that the
LBP encoding process is used in all of these variants mentioned
above because it is believed that structural patterns characterized by
the binary codes are more important for rotation invariant texture
recognition while local binary grayscale difference information is
considered to be merely a supplement of micro-structures. Recently,
there is also another way to look at LBP, e.g., LBP is regarded as
a special filter-based textureo

¯
perator [19], [20].

Then, is micro-structure information really the main role in LBP
for rotation invariant texture recognition? It seems that nobody has
investigated this problem in depth so far. In this paper, we shall try to
address this question by proposing a new local operator that discards
the structural information from LBP operator, which is named as
Local Binary Count (LBC). Experimental results illustrate that the
most discriminative information of local texture for rotation invariant
texture classification is not the ‘micro-structures’ information but
the local binary grayscale difference information. Motivated by the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of LBP process.

CLBP [13], we also proposed a completed LBC (CLBC). Com-
pared with the CLBP, the proposed CLBC can achieve compara-
ble accurate classification rates. In addition, the proposed CLBC
allows slight computational savings in the process of training and
classification.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly
reviews the basic principle of the LBP and the CLBP. Section III
presents the LBC and the CLBC in detail. Experimental results are
presented in Section IV. And Section V concludes the paper with
some conclusive remarks.

II. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LBP AND THE CLBP
In this Section, we provide a brief review of the LBP and the

CLBP. As we have mentioned above, the CLBP is a method which
extends original LBP to a completed framework and can achieve
impressive classification results.

A. Local Binary Pattern (LBP)

Usually, the LBP coding strategy can be described as follows:

L B PP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

s(gp − gc)2p , s(x) =
{

1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0

(1)

where gc represents the gray value of the center pixel and gp(p =
0,…, P-1) denotes the gray value of the neighbor pixel on a circle
of radius R, and P is the total number of the neighbors. It should be
noted that the neighbors that do not fall in the center of pixels can
be estimated by bilinear interpolation.

In [9], the rotation invariant LBP is usually defined as:
L B Pri

P,R = min{RO R(L B PP,R, i)|,
i = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1} (2)

where ROR(x , i) performs a circular bit-wise right shift on the P-bit
number x i times.

Further, Ojala et al observed that certain patterns provide the vast
majority, sometimes over 90 percent among all LBP patterns [9].
Thus they defined a uniformity measure U , which corresponds to the
number of spatial transitions (bitwise 0/1 changes) in the pattern as
follows:

U(L B PP,R) = ∣∣s(gP−1 − gc) − s(g0 − gc)
∣∣

+
P−1∑

p=1

∣∣s(gP − gc) − s(gp−1 − gc)
∣∣. (3)

The uniform patterns refer to those patterns which have U values
of at most 2 while the remaining non-uniform patterns are all
classified into an additional class.

The rotation invariant forms of the uniform patterns are called
LBPriu2, where superscript riu2 refers to the rotation invariant uni-
form patterns. Since rotation invariant is very necessary for texture
classification, we shall mainly discuss rotation invariant LBP patterns
in this paper.

After the LBPriu2 code of each pixel is defined, a histogram will
be built to represent the texture image.

B. Completed LBP (CLBP)

In order to improve the discrimination capability of LBP descrip-
tor, Guo et al [13] proposed CLBP descriptor by decomposing the
image local differences into two complementary components, i.e., the
signs (sp) and the magnitudes (m p), respectively:

sp = s(gp − gc), m p = ∣∣gp − gc
∣∣ (4)

where gp, gc and s(x) are defined as in Eqn. (1). Two operators
named CLBP-Sign (CLBP_S) and CLBP-Magnitude (CLBP_M),
respectively, are proposed to code them, where the CLBP_S is
equivalent to the conventional LBP, and the CLBP_M measures the
local variance of magnitude. The CLBP_M can be defined as follows:

C L B P_MP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

t (m p, c)2p , t (x, c) =
{

1, x ≥ c
0, x < c

(5)

where the threshold c is set as the mean value of m p of the whole
image. Guo et al observed that the center pixel, which expresses the
image local gray level, also has discriminative information. Thus,
they defined an operator named CLBP-Center (CLBP_C) to extract
the local central information as follows:

C L B P_CP,R = t (gc, cI ) (6)

where threshold cI is set as the average gray level of the whole image.
By combining the three operators of the CLBP_S, the CLBP_M and
the CLBP_C, significant improvement is made for rotation invariant
texture classification.

III. LOCAL BINARY COUNT

A. Local Binary Count (LBC)

In the original LBP and its variants, each pixel in the local
neighbor set is turned to binary form by comparing it with the central
pixel. Then these binary values are encoded to form the local binary
patterns. In the proposed LBC, we only count the number of value 1’s
in the binary neighbor sets instead of encoding them. The working
principle of LBC is illustrated in Fig. 2. The number of value 1’s is
4 in the binary neighbor set, thus the LBC code of the central pixel
is also 4.

As a result, we can define the computing process for the LBC as
follows:

L BCP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

s(gp − gc), s(x) =
{

1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0

(7)

where gc, gp, P, and R are the variables, as defined in Eqn. (1). In
fact, the main difference between the LBP and the LBC is that the
LBP is to use the binary number to encode local patterns while the
LBC merely counts the number of value 1’s in local neighbor set.
But their meanings are very different. Usually, the LBP is to focus
on the local structural information characterized by various patterns,
while the LBC is only involved in the fact that how many pixels have
comparatively higher gray level than the central one in local area. In
other words, the LBP can extract the local structure information,
while the LBC is merely to focus on the local binary grayscale
difference information. Actually, local binary grayscale difference
information is a comparative relation after intensity quantization in
local neighbor set.

In statistical texture analysis methods, macroscopic textures can
be regarded as the repeats for a large number of local microcosmic
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Fig. 2. Illustration of LBC (P = 8, R = 1).

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of macroscopic textural structure that is quite
different from the micro-structure.

patterns. Thus, the statistics of the selected local microcosmic patterns
can characterize the whole texture. But the “micro-structure” is
quite different from macroscopic textural structure. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the micro-structures, “00000100” and “00001100,” may
be contained in a macroscopic “line” in texture image, and a
micro-structure “line” (e.g., “11100000”) may be a “spot” in the
image. That is, a macroscopic textural structure in the real image
may consist of many different local binary micro-structures. Dif-
ferent macroscopic textural structures may consist of many sim-
ilar micro-structures, but the frequencies of occurrences of these
micro-structures are different. Thus, macroscopic textural structure
can be characterized by the statistics of the micro-structures, but
not the micro-structures themselves. It is often believed that the
local binary pattern can characterize the local texture effectively
by detecting “micro-structure” [9]. But these micro-structures do
not represent the macroscopic textural structures directly. The LBP
characterizes the distribution of local pixels effectively by using the
local binary encoding. Thus, the frequency of occurrences of different
LBPs can be used to characterize various textural structures. That
is the potential reason why LBP performs well in texture analysis.
Although the LBC codes don’t represent visual micro-structure, the
LBC features can distinguish the different distributions of local pixels.
Thus, the statistics of the LBC features can also be used to represent
the macroscopic textural structures.

There are some reasons why the LBC totally abandons the micro-
structure information. Firstly, the micro-structure has the complemen-
tary discrimination capability, but not all of the structural patterns
are used for rotation invariant texture classification. In experiments
it can be found that the number of the specified rotation invari-
ant structural patterns is too few to contain abundant structural
information. Secondly, although the rotation invariant patterns, i.e.,
LBPri and LBPriu2, are selected, they are not absolutely invariant
to rotation. As shown in Fig. 4, some rotation invariant patterns
may change after rotation and interpolation, but their LBC codes are
stable.

B. Completed Local Binary Count (CLBC)

Similar to the CLBP, we also proposed Completed Local Binary
Count (CLBC) to extract completed local textural information, which

Fig. 4. Rotation invariant codes in LBP may be not stable after rotation.

contains three operators: CLBC-Sign (CLBC_S), CLBC-Magnitude
(CLBC_M) and CLBC-Center (CLBC_C). Generally, the CLBC_S
equals to the original LBC described above. In order to code the
CLBC_M in a consistent format with that of the CLBC_S, the
CLBC_M can be defined as:

C L BC_MP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

s(m p − c), m p = ∣∣gp − gc
∣∣ (8)

where gp, gc , and s(x) are defined as in Eqn.(1), and c denotes the
mean value of m p in the whole image. The CLBC_M counts how
many neighbors have comparatively much higher intensity than the
center pixel. Thus it is used to extract additional information of the
local intensity differences.

In [13], it has been proven that the center pixel can be used to
express the local gray level in the image. Thus the CLBC_C can be
defined identical to the CLBP_C.

In [13], two ways were used to combine different operators,
i.e., jointly and hybridly, respectively. Here, we use the same way
to combine the operators of the CLBC_S, the CLBC_M and the
CLBC_C. In the first way, we denote ‘CLBC_S_M’ as the two
dimensional joint (2D-joint) of the CLBP_S and the CLBP_M. In
the second way, three dimensional joint (3D-joint) is built for the
three operators, denoted by ‘CLBC_S/M/C’.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To prove the local binary grayscale difference information plays
a main role in texture classification, we carried out a series of
experiments on three large and representative databases: the Outex
database [15], Columbia-Utrecht Reflection and Texture (CUReT)
database [16] and UIUC database [18].

A. Dissimilarity Measure and Multiscale Framework

In this paper, we utilized the χ2 statistics as the dissimilarity
between two histograms. The χ2 statistics is a bin-by-bin distance,
which means only the pairs of bins that have the same index are
matched. If H = {hi } and K = {ki } (i = 1, 2…B) denote two
histograms, then χ2 statistics can be calculated as follows:

dχ2 (H, K ) =
B∑

i=1

(hi − ki )
2

hi + ki
. (9)

In [9], [13], a simple multi-resolution framework is used to
improve the classification accuracy, that is, by measuring the dis-
similarity as the sum of chi-square distances from all operators of
various (P, R).

In this paper, assuming that all the methods used the nearest
neighborhood classifier for classification. The source codes for the
proposed method can be downloaded from our constructed website:
http://home.ustc.edu.cn/∼zyknight/CLBC.rar.
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TABLE I

CLASSIFICATION RATES (%) ON TC10 AND TC12 DATASETS

R = 1, P = 8 R = 2, P = 16 R = 3, P = 24
TC10 TC12 Average TC10 TC12 Average TC10 TC12 Average

t184 horizon tl84 horizon tl84 horizon

LTP 94.14 75.88 73.96 81.33 96.95 90.16 86.94 91.35 98.2 93.59 89.42 93.74
LBPri 78.8 71.97 69.98 73.58 91.72 88.26 88.47 89.48 – – – –
LBP/VAR 96.56 79.31 78.08 84.65 97.84 85.76 84.54 89.38 98.15 87.13 87.08 86.96

CLBP_S 84.81 65.46 63.68 71.31 89.40 82.26 75.20 82.28 95.07 85.04 80.78 86.96
CLBC_S 82.94 65.02 63.17 70.38 88.67 82.57 77.41 82.88 91.35 83.82 82.75 85.97

CLBP_M 81.74 59.3 62.77 67.93 93.67 73.79 72.40 79.95 95.52 81.18 78.65 85.11
CLBC_M 78.96 53.63 58.01 63.53 92.45 70.35 72.64 78.48 91.85 72.59 74.58 79.67

CLBP_S_M 94.66 82.75 83.14 86.85 97.89 90.55 91.11 93.18 99.32 93.58 93.35 95.41
CLBC_S_M 95.23 82.13 83.59 86.98 98.10 89.95 90.42 92.82 98.7 91.41 90.25 93.45

CLBP_S/M/C 96.56 90.30 92.29 93.05 98.72 93.54 93.91 95.39 98.93 95.32 94.53 96.26
CLBC_S/M/C 97.16 89.79 92.92 93.29 98.54 93.26 94.07 95.29 98.78 94.00 93.24 95.67

CLBC_CLBP 96.88 90.25 92.92 93.35 98.83 93.59 94.26 95.56 98.96 95.37 94.72 96.35
DLBP[11] – – – – 97.7 92.1 88.7 92.83 98.1 91.6 87.4 92.37

B. Experimental Results on Outex Database

When conducting the experiments on Outex database, we used
the Outex test suits Outex_TC_0010 (TC10) and Outex_TC_0012
(TC12), where TC10 and TC12 contain 24 classes of texture images
captured under three illuminations (“inca”,”tl84” and “horizon”) and
nine rotation angles (0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°).
There are twenty 128×128 images for each rotation angle under a
given illumination condition. The 24 × 20 images of illumination
“inca” and rotation angle 0° were adopted as the training data. For
TC10 dataset the other 8 rotation angles with illumination “inca”
were used for test. For TC12 dataset, all the samples captured under
illumination “tl84” or “horizon” were used as the test data.

Table I lists the experimental results of different meth-
ods, from which we could get some interesting findings.
Firstly, the CLBC_S and the CLBP_S, the CLBC_M and the
CLBP_M achieve similar accurate classification rates, respectively.
Secondly, better classification rates than the ones obtained by LTP,
LBP/VAR and DLBP can be achieved by combining ‘Magnitude’
with ‘Sign’ jointly or hybridly. In 2D-joint way, the CLBC_S_M and
the CLBP_S_M can get similar classification rates. In the 3D-joint
way, the CLBP_S/M/C and the CLBC_S/M/C achieve much better
results than the other listed methods. The CLBP_S/M/C is slightly
better than the CLBC_S/M/C under illumination ‘inca’ and ‘tl84’.
But their average performances still stay at the same level. Lastly,
it can be found that the combination of the CLBC_S/M/C and the
CLBP_S/M/C (the CLBC_CLBP) can perform slightly better than
the one each individual does.

By applying the multi-scale scheme, some better results could be
obtained. It can be found that the multi-scale CLBP can reach the
classification rates of 99.14%, 95.18% and 95.55% for TC10, ‘tl84’
and ‘horizon’, respectively. The multi-scale CLBC can reach the
ones of 99.38%, 94.98% and 95.51% for TC10, ‘tl84’ and ‘horizon’,
respectively. The average results for both of them are 96.62%.It
should be noted that although the LBPri performs better than LBPriu2

at radius 2, the corresponding numbers of the feature sizes are 36,
4118 and 699 252 for (R = 1, P = 8), (R = 2, P = 16) and (R = 3,
P = 24), respectively. While the numbers of the feature sizes of the
LBPriu2 are merely 10, 18 and 26 for (R = 1, P = 8), (R = 2, P =
16) and (R = 3, P = 24), respectively. The variants of the LBPriu2,
e.g., the LTP, and the CLBP can achieve much higher classification
rates than the LBPri with a small feature size. Therefore, we can
say the LBPriu2 is much more efficient for rotation invariant texture

classification. The numbers of the feature sizes of the LBC are 9, 17
and 25 for (R = 1, P = 8), (R = 2, P = 16) and (R = 3, P = 24),
respectively. Both the LBC and the LBPriu2 can achieve impressive
performances with the small feature sizes. Thus, we mainly compared
our method with the variants of LBPriu2.

C. Experimental Results on CUReT Database

The CUReT database includes 61 classes of textures captured at
different viewpoints and illumination orientations. In each class, 92
images were selected from the images shot from a viewing angle of
less than 60°. As in [13], [18], N images were randomly chosen as
training samples from each class. The remaining (92-N) images were
used as test samples. The average classification rates over a hundred
random splits are listed in Table II.

We could get the following observation from Table II. The CLBP
and the CLBC can get better results than the LTP and the LBP/VAR
at every radius. The CLBP performs the best at radius 3 while the
CLBC gets the highest classification rate at radius 2. The best results
of the CLBP are the classification rates of 95.38%, 91.77%, 85.01%
and 76.16% for 46, 23, 12 and 6 training samples, respectively, and
the best results of the CLBC are the ones of 95.39%, 91.30%, 85.91%
and 75.17% for 46, 23, 12 and 6 training samples, respectively.
Similar to the conclusions on the Outex databases, on the average,
their performances are at the same level.

It also should be noticed that the separate CLBP_S (CLBP_M)
performs much better than the CLBC_S (CLBC_M) on CUReT
database. But the performance of the combined CLBP_S_M is similar
to the CLBC_S_M. The best results of the CLBP_S_M on CUReT
database are the classification rates of 93.94%, 89.88%, 83.95% and
73.23% for 46, 23, 12 and 6 training samples, respectively, and the
best results of the CLBC_S_M on CUReT database are the ones of
93.78%, 89.60%, 82.71% and 72.16% for 46, 23, 12 and 6 training
samples, respectively. The reason is discussed as follows.

The CLBP_S (LBPriu2) and the CLBC_S (LBC) can be regarded
as two ways to describe the local textural distribution. The CLBP_S
adopts rotation invariant micro-structure to distinguish different local
structures, such as edges, lines, spots, and so on. The CLBC_S merely
extracts the local binary grayscale difference information. Although
the CLBP_S can improve the classification rate by combining both
local binary grayscale difference information and local structural
information, in the meantime, the selected rotation invariant structural
patterns may be not absolutely invariant to rotation. Both the CLBP_S
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TABLE II

CLASSIFICATION RATES (%) ON CUReT DATABASE

46 23 12 6
LTP (R = 1, P = 8) 85.77 78.49 70.77 60.48
LTP (R = 2, P = 16) 90.21 84.74 76.24 66.75
LTP (R = 3, P = 24) 91.04 85.15 77.88 68.64
LBP/VAR (R = 1, P = 8) 61.55 55.33 49.28 41.96
LBP/VAR (R = 2, P = 16) 55.49 50.76 45.14 39.07
LBP/VAR (R = 3, P = 24) 55.6 51.33 44.5 38.82

CLBP_S (R = 1, P = 8) 80.03 73.07 67.60 58.68
CLBC_S (R = 1, P = 8) 78.82 72.89 66.21 56.88
CLBP_S (R = 2, P = 16) 84.05 79.05 72.01 62.73
CLBC_S (R = 2, P = 16) 79.78 74.42 68.95 60.42
CLBP_S (R = 3, P = 24) 86.06 81.63 75.51 67.00
CLBC_S (R = 3, P = 24) 80.14 74.21 70.57 60.82

CLBP_M (R = 1, P = 8) 74.78 67.86 59.95 57.52
CLBC_M (R = 1, P = 8) 66.61 57.82 58.62 50.12
CLBP_M (R = 2, P = 16) 82.71 75.93 68.32 57.55
CLBC_M (R = 2, P = 16) 73.89 66.05 58.7 50.63
CLBP_M (R = 3, P = 24) 86.59 79.76 72.12 62.81
CLBC_M (R = 3, P = 24) 77.41 68.36 60.53 51.23

CLBP_S_M (R = 1, P = 8) 93.24 88.19 80.43 71.45
CLBC_S_M (R = 1, P = 8) 93.10 86.62 79.88 69.89
CLBP_S_M (R = 2, P = 16) 93.20 89.01 81.93 72.54
CLBC_S_M (R = 2, P = 16) 93.78 89.60 82.71 72.16
CLBP_S_M (R = 3, P = 24) 93.94 89.88 83.95 73.23
CLBC_S_M (R = 3, P = 24) 93.60 89.12 81.57 70.52

CLBP_S/M/C (R = 1, P = 8) 95.19 91.2 83.81 73.44
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 1, P = 8) 94.78 90.12 82.92 72.85
CLBP_S/M/C (R = 2, P = 16) 95.35 91.24 84.66 75.41
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 2, P = 16) 95.39 91.30 85.91 75.17
CLBP_S/M/C (R = 3, P = 24) 95.38 91.77 85.01 76.16
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 3,P = 24) 95.26 90.55 84.07 73.18

and the CLBC_S are in very low-dimensions, so that both of them
have low local discrimination capability. In CUReT database, images
are captured under monotonic illumination and scale transforma-
tion, in which condition the rotation invariant “micro-structure” is
comparatively robust to rotation. Thus, the CLBP_S performs better
than the CLBC_S on the CUReT database since the local structural
information improved the performance. When the images are captured
under different illumination conditions, i.e., under illumination ‘tl84’
or ‘horizon’ in Outex database, the CLBP_S performs similar to
or worse than the CLBC_S. That is because the selected rotation
invariant structural patterns may be not absolutely robust to rotation
under variant illumination conditions, although the local structural
information improved the performance at the same time.

The CLBP_M extracts the local grayscale difference information,
and it adopts the same encoding process as the CLBP_S. Compared
to the CLBC_S, the CLBC_M can extract the 2-order local binary
grayscale difference information. Thus, both the CLBP_M and the
CLBC_M can indeed extract the grayscale difference discrimina-
tive information. The CLBP_M and the CLBC_M both have low
discrimination capability in that their feature sizes are quite small.
The CLBP_M performs better than the CLBC_M, since the feature
sizes of the CLBP_M are slightly higher. By combing the separate
descriptors, the CLBP_S_M and the CLBC_S_M can achieve high
local discrimination capability to characterize the local textural dis-
tribution. Although the separate CLBC_M have lower discriminative
power, the CLBC_S_M can describe the local textural distribution
almost as well as the CLBP_S_M. In addition, the local micro-
structure is not absolutely invariant to rotation. Thus, the joined cases
may perform different from the one by separately using the CLBP_S
(CLBC_S) or the CLBP_M (CLBC_M).

Fig. 5. Textural orientations and scales change a lot in UIUC database. Rows
1–4 show the images of four different classes of the UIUC database.

D. Experimental Results on UIUC Database

The UIUC texture database includes 25 classes and 40 images
in each class. The resolution of each image is 640×480 in this
database. The database contains materials imaged under signif-
icant viewpoint variations. In our texture classification experi-
ments, N training images were randomly chosen from each class
while the remaining (40-N) images were used as the test set.
The average accuracy over 100 randomly splits are listed in
Table III.

We could get the following observation from Table III. Firstly,
similar findings to those in CUReT database can be found at
radiuses 1, 2, and 3. The CLBP and the CLBC achieve much better
results than the LTP and the LBP/VAR. The CLBC performs better
than the CLBP at radiuses 2 and 3, while the CLBP get higher
classification rates at radius 1. On the average, their performances
are still similar to each other. Secondly, although the CLBC gets
the best classification rates at radius 2 or 3 on the former datasets,
it achieves the best results at radius 4 on UIUC database. Thirdly,
the performance of the multi-scale scheme can be improved by
expanding the multi-scale levels. When the multi-scale scheme is
expanded to radius 5, the multi-scale CLBP(R=1,2,3,4,5) can reach
the classification rates of 91.94%, 90.88%, 87.60% and 80.34% for
20, 15, 10 and 5 training samples, respectively. While the multi-scale
CLBC(R=1,2,3,4,5) can reach the classification rates of 93.68%,
92.04%, 88.86% and 81.67% for 20, 15, 10 and 5 training samples,
respectively. Lastly, as illustrated in Fig. 5, it can be found that the
textural orientations and scales change a lot in the texture images
in UIUC database so that some rotation invariant micro-structures
may change after rotation and interpolation. Thus, the separate LBC
performs better than the LBPriu2 on UIUC database.

E. Discussions

Although the LBC and the CLBC totally abandon the
local structural information, their performances on texture data-
bases are almost the same as the LBP’s and the CLBP’s.
This reflects that the mere local binary grayscale information can
achieve enough discrimination capability of local texture. The reason
why the LBP performs well in rotation invariant texture classification
is that the local binary method can effectively characterized the
local grayscale distribution, although it is originally designed to
characterize the micro-structure.

In this paper, our purpose is to prove that the local grayscale
difference information plays a main role in the LBP for rotation
invariant texture classification. Some recent related works are mainly
involved in how to extract the local rotation invariant structure
and ignore the mainly discriminative information in local texture.
Compared to the LBC, the LBP variants can improve the classification
rate by using local micro-structural information sometimes. But in the
meantime, the selected micro-structure may be not absolutely rotation
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TABLE III

CLASSIFICATION RATES (%) ON UIUC DATABASE

20 15 10 5
LTP (R = 1, P = 8) 67.16 64.29 58.20 48.15
LTP (R = 2, P = 16) 79.25 75.80 70.77 60.34
LTP (R = 3, P = 24) 82.34 79.10 73.94 62.19
LBP/VAR( R = 1, P = 8) 66.61 63.98 58.49 50.37
LBP/VAR (R = 2, P = 16) 73.31 70.58 66.04 57.03
LBP/VAR (R = 3, P = 24) 75.01 71.94 66.86 57.55

CLBP_S (R = 1, P = 8) 54.78 51.85 46.79 40.53
CLBC_S (R = 1, P = 8) 55.61 51.11 46.69 39.85
CLBP_S (R = 2, P = 16) 61.04 55.84 51.77 41.88
CLBC_S (R = 2, P = 16) 62.39 59.17 53.07 43.37
CLBP_S (R = 3, P = 24) 64.11 60.11 54.67 44.45
CLBC_S (R = 3, P = 24) 66.90 63.48 57.46 47.19

CLBP_M (R = 1, P = 8) 57.52 54.14 50.11 40.95
CLBC_M (R = 1, P = 8) 52.12 49.84 45.51 39.04
CLBP_M (R = 2, P = 16) 72.12 68.99 64.47 57.06
CLBC_M (R = 2, P = 16) 67.1 64.42 59.01 50.67
CLBP_M (R = 3, P = 24) 74.45 71.47 65.21 56.72
CLBC_M (R = 3, P = 24) 69.33 66.63 60.62 51.68

CLBP_S_M (R = 1, P = 8) 81.80 78.55 74.8 64.84
CLBC_S_M (R = 1, P = 8) 82.40 78.86 74.88 65.28
CLBP_S_M (R = 2, P = 16) 87.87 85.07 80.59 71.64
CLBC_S_M (R = 2, P = 16) 88.51 86.31 82.04 73.16
CLBP_S_M (R = 3, P = 24) 89.18 87.42 81.95 72.53
CLBC_S_M (R = 3, P = 24) 89.72 87.68 83.92 75.16

CLBP_S/M/C (R = 1, P = 8) 87.64 85.70 82.65 75.05
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 1, P = 8) 87.83 85.66 82.35 74.57
CLBP_S/M/C (R = 2, P = 16) 91.04 89.42 86.29 78.57
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 2, P = 16) 91.04 89.66 86.63 79.48
CLBP_S/M/C (R = 3, P = 24) 91.19 89.21 85.95 78.05
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 3, P = 24) 91.39 90.10 86.45 79.75

CLBP_S/M/C (R = 4, P = 32) 90.20 88.96 85.36 76.47
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 4, P = 32) 91.79 89.77 86.67 79.78
CLBP_S/M/C (R = 5, P = 40) 90.16 88.8 85.04 76.24
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 5, P = 40) 91.35 89.84 86.13 78.13
CLBP_S/M/C (R = 6, P = 48) 89.80 87.52 84.40 76.15
CLBC_S/M/C (R = 6, P = 48) 90.88 89.42 86.18 78.36

Multiscale CLBP (R = 1, 2, 3) 91.57 89.84 86.73 78.42
Multiscale CLBC (R = 1, 2, 3) 92.42 90.66 87.75 80.22
Multiscale CLBP (R = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 91.94 90.88 87.60 80.34
Multiscale CLBC (R = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 93.68 92.04 88.86 81.67

invariant, especially when the images are captured under significant
illumination and viewpoint variations.

Generally, the number of the specified rotation invariant local
patterns is too few to contain abundant structural information since
rotation invariance is necessary in texture classification. When rota-
tion invariance is not required for some practical applications, e.g.,
for face recognition problem, the LBPu2 is still a very effective local
operator containing both local structural information and local binary
grayscale difference information.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel local operator of Local Binary
Count (LBC), where the LBC abandons the structural information.
Although the LBC codes don’t represent visual micro-structure,
the LBC is proved to be efficient for rotation invariant texture
classification. The micro-structure can improve the classification rate
sometimes, but the micro-structure is not absolutely invariant to
rotation, especially when the illumination conditions or the textural
scales change a lot. Then a completed LBC (CLBC) was also

proposed to enhance the binary grayscale difference information
extracted in local textures.
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